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k Stock's 'Hollywood: Uncovered' paintings hint at myst
Painter Mark Stock's show at Lora Schlesinger Gallery includes works featuring a longtime obsession — the Hollywood sign.
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"He's a showman in everything he does."
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Why his fascination with the Hollywood sign? "It's the "I never went to a psychiatrist," he note
monument itself. The famousness of it," Stock explains. That was my psychiatrist. I painted m
"When I first arrived in L.A., the first thing I looked for loneliness or tragedy in my family."
was the Hollywood sign. I jumped out of my car — I
remember it was on Franklin [Avenue] and a guy was Tall, sturdily built and balding, Stock is
coming out of a market and I screamed, 'Hey, is that the storyteller who, during his spare time, play
Hollywood sign?' I was obsessed."
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That was 1976 when, fresh out of art school at the modern dance and ballet and designed se
University of South Florida in Tampa, he landed a job at Angeles Chamber Ballet. He left L.A. for
the famed artists' workshop Gemini G.E.L. in L.A. as a closer to art dealer Martin Muller and h
printer for Jasper Johns, Roy Lichtenstein, David Gallery in San Francisco.
Hockney, Robert Rauschenberg and others.
He found inspiration for his painting in
Today, Stock's works can be seen in the permanent Little Tramp. "I was him. I was this
collections of the New York Museum of Modern Art, looking for love and I realized that is wh
the Brooklyn Museum, the National Gallery and Library so popular. Everyone saw themselves in th
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and producers have bought his work, and his paintings
appear in the films "Sneakers," "Class Action," "Final With Hollywood always in need of ideas,
Analysis," "What Women Want" and "The Human paintings provide plots? Producer Vict
Contract" as well as TV's "Just Shoot Me!"
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The 62-year-old artist is best known for his "Butler in TV drama series along the lines of "Twil
Love" series of paintings, which depict a lovelorn "Alfred Hitchcock Presents" using Stock
servant (many are self-portraits). In some of them, the introduce each episode. He and Stock pla
butler is holding an empty, lipstick-stained martini glass project in the months ahead.
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